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The paper considers application of interdisciplinary approach to teach
ing professionallyoriented English for the students of physics. Interdisci
plinary pedagogical practice allows the teacher to cross the traditional 
boundaries of disciplinecentered teaching by drawing knowledge from 
two or more academic disciplines. In teaching foreign languages at non
linguistic faculties it is especially important to develop skills of render
ing of special scientific texts. This work fully implements possibilities of 
interdisciplinary approach to teaching foreign languages. Therefore, one 
of the tasks of teaching English at the natural science faculties is to form 
skills of working with the original Englishlanguage literature on specialty, 
and in particular, to develop skills of writing summaries of the texts. Stu
dents have to learn how to write annotations and abstract in the English 
language to the scientific articles written in their native language. On the 
example of teaching English at the of Physics & Technology it is shown that 
interdisciplinary approach to helps students to gain better understanding 
of physical laws.
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Кәсіби-бағ дарлы ағыл шын 
тіліне оқытудағы пәнара лық 

әдіс

Бұл мaқaлaдa фи зикa мaмaнды ғы бо йын шa оқи тын сту де нт
тер ге кә сі бибaғдaрлы aғыл шын ті лін оқы ту үде рі сін де пәнaрaлық 
әдіс тің қолдaны луы қaрaсты рылaды. Пәнaрaлық педaго гикaлық 
прaктикa оқы ту шығa оқы ту үде рі сін де не ме се aкaде миялық пән дер
ден aлынaтын бі лім ді қолдaнa оты рып, же ке ле ген пән дер дің дәс түр
лі шекaрaсын иге ру ге мүм кін дік бе ре ді. Тіл дік емес фaкуль теттер де 
ше тел ті лі не оқы тудa сту де нт тер ге aрнaйы ғы лы ми мә тін дер ді aудaру 
дaғды сын дaмы ту өте мaңыз ды. Мұндaй жұ мыс тың тү рі ше тел ті лі
не оқы тудa қолдaнылaтын пәнaрaлық әдіс тің мүм кін дік те рін то лық 
іс ке aсырaды. Сон дықтaн дa ғы лы ми бaғыттaғы жaрaты лыстaну 
фaкуль тетте рін де aғыл шын ті лі не оқы ту дың бір денбір мін де ті – бұл 
мaмaндық бо йын шa оқылaтын aғыл шын ті лін де жaзылғaн түп нұсқa 
әде биет тер мен жұ мыс іс теу дaғдылaрын қaлыптaсты ру жә не же ке ше 
aлғaндa, ғы лы ми мә тін дер мен жұ мыс іс теу дaғды сын дaмы ту бо лып 
тaбылaды. Сту де нт тер aнa ті лін де жaзылғaн ғы лы ми мaқaлaлaрынa 
aннотaция жә не тү йін  жaзып үйре ну ле рі қaжет. Мысaлы, фи зикaтех
никaлық фaкуль те тін де aғыл шын ті лін оқы тудa қолдaны лып жүр ген 
пәнaрaлық әдіс сту де нт тер ге фи зикa ғы лы мы зaңды лықтaрын те рең 
тү сі ну ге мүм кін дік бе ре ті нін көр сет ті. 

Тү йін  сөз дер: пәнaрaлық әдіс, кә сі бибaғдaрлы aғыл шын ті лі, тү
йін  жaзу.

Стрaутмaн Л.Е., Гумaровa Ш.Б.

Меж дис цип ли нар ный под ход  
к преподава нию  

про фес сио наль но-ориентиро-
ван ного анг лий ского языка 

В стaтье рaссмaтривaет ся при ме не ние меж дис цип линaрно го 
под ходa к про цес су обу че ния про фес сионaльноориен ти ровaнно
му aнг лий ско му язы ку сту ден товфи зи ков. Меж дис цип линaрнaя 
педaго ги ческaя прaктикa поз во ляет пре подaвaте лю преодо леть 
трaди ци он ные грa ни цы от дель ных дис цип лин, ис поль зуя в про цес
се обу че ния знa ния из двух или бо лее aкaде ми чес ких дис цип лин. В 
обу че нии инострaнным языкaм нa неязы ко вых фaкуль тетaх осо бен
но вaжно рaзвивaть нaвы ки пе ре водa спе циaль ных нaуч ных текс тов. 
Этa рaботa пол ностью реaли зует воз мож нос ти меж дис цип линaрно го 
под ходa в обу че нии инострaнным языкaм. Поэто му од ной из зaдaч 
пре подaвa ния aнг лий ско го языкa нa ес те ст вен нонaуч ных фaкуль
тетaх яв ляет ся фор ми ровa ние нaвы ков рaбо ты с ори гинaль ной ли
терaту рой по спе циaль нос ти нa aнг лийс ком язы ке, и, в чaст нос ти, 
рaзви тие нaвы ков ре фе ри ровa ния нaуч ных текс тов. Сту ден ты долж
ны нaучить ся писaть aннотaции и ре зю ме нa aнг лийс ком язы ке к нaуч
ным стaтьям, нaписaнным нa род ном язы ке. Нa при ме ре пре подaвa
ния aнг лий ско го языкa нa фи зи котех ни чес ком фaкуль те те покaзaно, 
что меж дис цип линaрный под ход по могaет сту дентaм дос тичь бо лее 
глу бо ко го по нимa ния фи зи чес ких зaко нов.

Клю че вые словa: меж дис цип линaрный под ход, про фес сио
нaльноориен ти ровaнный aнг лийс кий язык, нaписa ние ре зю ме.
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Nowadays, the relationships in the scientific community 
are characterized by broad international cooperation and active 
information exchange. Therefore, special attention is paid to teaching 
foreign language in the university system, the purpose of which is to 
provide graduates with the ability to become part of the international 
educational space with active intercultural communication in the 
framework of their professional and scientific activities.

To succeed in university and in our rapidly changing work 
force, students today must learn to be more critical, inventive, 
collaborative and technically skilled, than ever before. But these new 
demands on students mean new demands for educators, especially in 
learning to deal with new and changing strategies. In recent times, 
there have been numerous academic discussions of the problem of 
interdisciplinarity. Interdisciplinary pedagogical practice allows the 
teacher to cross the traditional boundaries of discipline-centered 
teaching by drawing from two or more academic disciplines to 
approach the text. 

Educators are seeking ways to help students make sense out 
of the variety of life experiences and bits and pieces of knowledge 
being taught in the curriculum typically divided into special 
subjects not interconnected with each other. To reduce some 
of the fragmentation, the teacher must apply his creativity and 
flexibility. Curriculum integration is necessary to teach about topics 
that cut across university subjects. Even when integration is not 
necessary, it is often desirable, and when the content drawn from 
one subject is used, it enriches the teaching of another subject. It is 
especially important to use interdisciplinary teaching working with 
professionally-oriented language. The title of the subject itself tells 
us about the necessity of interdisciplinary approach.

Interdisciplinary teaching is a method, or a set of methods, used 
to teach a unit across different curricular disciplines. There are 
many different types, or levels, of interdisciplinary teaching. The 
most common method of implementing integrated, interdisciplinary 
instruction is the thematic unit, in which a common theme is studied 
in more than one content area [1, 57]. Scholars that advocate for 
curriculum integration argue that the topics studied should originate 
from students and their teachers, and not from imposed curriculum 
packages. 
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Thematic units can also fall short of teaching 
in-depth content to students. Often a theme is used 
to link unrelated subjects, with little deference 
to students’ prior knowledge or interests. This 
superficial coverage of a topic can give students the 
wrong idea about teaching, perhaps missing the idea 
of curriculum integration in the first place. Thematic 
units can contain pointless busywork and activities 
created solely to make a link to a theme.

Barton [1, 58] identifies ten models of integration 
that fall into three general categories:

1) integration within single disciplines,
2) integration across several disciplines, and 
3) integration within and across learners.
She defines the goal of integration as follows: 

«to help young minds discover roots running 
underground whereby contrary and remote things 
cohere and flower out from one stem.» 

As such, integration represents a way of thinking 
rather than simply an overlapping of curriculum. 
Perkins and Salomon [2, 17] utilize the term 
«transfer» to describe this way of thinking. They 
distinguish between «learning» and «transfer». 
«Learning» is characterized by the ability of the 
student to demonstrate performance in a context that 
is more or less the same as the learning situation. 
«Transfer» takes place when the student is able to 
apply knowledge acquired to different situations.

Is interdisciplinary integration desirable? There are 
those who question whether it is, in fact, advisable to 
engage in interdisciplinary integration in our schools. 
From a Jewish perspective, we find some hesitancy, even 
among those who advocate the concept of Torah Umada, 
the integration of Torah and general studies. In his 
address to alumni of Yeshiva University on the school’s 
fiftieth anniversary, Dr. Norman Lamm, president of the 
university, quoted his predecessor, Dr. Samuel Belkin: 
«Our job is to give the students the material; their job is 
to let the materials interact within their minds.» To use 
the word interdisciplinary, one must show that particular 
disciplines have been mastered and appropriately 
joined. Such interdisciplinary synthesis is simply not 
feasible for most youngsters during the middle years of 
childhood, or for most of their teachers. Most so-called 
interdisciplinary curricula can be considered as proto-
disciplinary activities.

Heidi Hayes Jacobs [3, 27] indicates that the 
largest obstacle to curriculum integration is that 
people try to do too much. Successful implementation 
must take into account various levels and phases of 
integration that might be possible in a school.

1) Integration does not have to be 
interdisciplinary. The first step toward integration is 
to foster integrated thinking with each discipline.

2) Teachers who are capable of drawing 
on information from other disciplines should be 
encouraged to do so when appropriate, but not at the 
expense of the mastery of their own discipline.

3) Interdisciplinary integration can be fostered, 
as well, without interdisciplinary instruction. Such 
integration involves the process defined by Fogarty 
as integration within and across learners. An 
example of this process would be a project that calls 
on the student to draw on a variety of disciplines in 
order to complete the work.

The realms of theatre, dance, music and 
art are closely associated with the Humanities, 
different branches of arts drawing upon each other 
for inspiration. Film studies is another area that 
cannot be ignored when studying texts which have 
been adapted into feature films. In that sense, an 
interdisciplinary study is an old hat for English 
teachers. They have to take a holistic approach to 
the text–which means that they have been using this 
method of teaching long before it became popular as 
a new method of pedagogy.

The most common example of interdisciplinary 
study in English teaching can be seen in the complex 
and interrelated relationship between history and 
literature. Understanding of history is fundamental 
to the analysis of literary texts. Literature reflects 
history, and history shapes literature.

We can state that not only history and literature 
can be used as an example of interrelation between 
subjects. Interrelation is in the title of the subject 
«Professionally-Oriented Foreign Language».

Interdisciplinary instruction fosters the 
acquisition of foundational knowledge, promotes 
integration of ideas from multiple disciplines and 
provides insight on how to apply knowledge which 
advances students’ understanding of how to learn. 
Moreover, students are encouraged to account for 
the contribution of disciplines that highlight the 
roles of social interaction when analyzing problems. 
Thus, the very structure of interdisciplinary 
learning is consistent with the core features of 
significant learning, so students are expected to find 
interdisciplinary education engaging and thus an 
effective way of advancing their understanding of 
topics under investigation.

Moving from a disciplinary oriented form of 
teaching to an interdisciplinary form is not something 
absolutely new for a teacher. First, most educators 
are familiar with the methodologies and empirical 
practices of related disciplines so acquiring the 
necessary cross disciplinary knowledge to become an 
interdisciplinary teacher will not be overly stressful 
or time consuming. Second, most educators are 
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familiar with task modeling, an instructional strategy 
that promotes learning through observation, which 
is fundamental to interdisciplinary teaching since 
most students are unfamiliar with interdisciplinary 
approaches to learning, so instructors do not have 
to learn an entirely new form of pedagogy. Third, 
synthesis of information from across disciplines, 
the most demanding element of interdisciplinary 
teaching, is an activity that most scholar-educators 
have engaged in previously or can learn to do with 
modest effort. Finally, instructors can determine the 
share of the course that is interdisciplinary, so they 
insert into their course the level of interdisciplinarity 
that is ideal for them given their experience with this 
form of teaching and the nature of the course they 
are leading.

It is a common concern of educators and parents 
how being taught in the foreign language will affect 
learners’ knowledge, skills, and understanding of 
the subject. Because the medium of learning is less 
perfectly known than the L1, it is feared that this will 
lead to reduced subject competence as a result of 
either imperfect understanding or the fact that teachers 
preempt this problem and simplify content [4, 186]

In teaching foreign languages at non-linguistic 
faculties of universities it is especially important 
to develop skills of rendering of special scientific 
texts. This work fully implements possibilities 
of interdisciplinary approach in teaching foreign 
languages. In everyday practice, many specialists 
often need to make oral or written presentation in his 
native language of the summary of papers containing 
valuable information written in a foreign language. 
It is also common practice for the publication 
of scientific articles in journals and thematic 
collections in the native language with the abstract 
in the English language. Therefore, one of the tasks 
of teaching English at the natural science faculties is 
to form skills for working with the original English-
language literature on specialty, and in particular, to 
develop skills of writing summaries of the texts.

In addition to writing summaries of the English-
language texts in the English language it is useful 
to do such types of work as writing summaries of 
the English-language technical texts in Russian and 
the Russian-language texts in English. These skills 
are essential both for undergraduates and specialist 
with master’s degree, who should get acquainted 
with modern information technologies, methods of 
producing, processing and recording of scientific 
information. At the present stage of development of 
the world science all stages of work with scientific 
information necessarily include the ability to work 
with literature in various languages.

Teaching English we can consider some topics 
taught in the course of physics. The same theme can 
be considered at the lessons of physics and English. 
In the course of physics students study Newton’s 
laws and there are groups where physics is partially 
taught in English. An important contribution to the 
interdisciplinary approach is learning physical terms 
at the lessons of English. The students get to know 
definitions of terms from science popular texts and it 
is a kind of introduction to more precise definitions, 
which they find in their textbooks on physics. 
For example, the students can find the following 
definition of plasma in the English textbooks: 

For example: If the weight of the object in water 
is less that the weight of the water displaced, the 
object will float. This is known as buoyancy or the 
Archimedes principle.

The students get to know such term as 
«buoyancy» and it is easier for them to learn a more 
difficult definition from the textbook on physics:

Buoyancy is an upward force exerted by a fluid 
that opposes the weight of an immersed object. In 
a column of fluid, pressure increases with depth 
as a result of the weight of the overlying fluid, the 
pressure at the bottom of an object submerged in a 
fluid is greater than at the top of the object.

As an introduction to learning terms and 
definitions of physical laws, we used the lessons of 
Dan Fullerton in Aplusphysics.

The law of conservation of mechanical energy 
is written as:

22

22 ωυ Immgh +=
,

where h is the distance traveled by the load from 
the beginning of movement till its fall from the 
platform;

v is the linear velocity of the translational motion 
of the load at the time when it touches the platform;

ω is the angular speed of rotation of the disk 
when it touches the platform with the load. 

We see that there are many common terms and 
calculations, though the level of calculations in the 
video is lower as it is a school subject. 

Video lessons help the students to learn how 
to pronounce the words properly. The necessary 
supplement to the course of physics in English is 
listening to the extracts from lectures on differentiation 
and integration as it is impossible to present physical 
laws without this mathematical apparatus. Here we 
present an extract from the lecture: 

Functions satisfying the condition are called 
orthogonal, and the system functions is called an 
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orthonormal basis formed by harmonic functions 
with multiple frequencies. The orthogonality 
condition can be written in compact form, using the 
Kronecker delta:

( ) ( ) ik
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0
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The choice of video material for the classroom 
was limited by the range of themes studied by the 
students and the level of their knowledge of English. 
In one of the articles on interdisciplinary approach 
to teaching students of non-linguistic specialties it 
was suggested to use lectures of the Nobel Prize 
laureates for the master course students. We tested 
the possibility of usage of the lectures, but it turned 
out to have too disadvantages. The first one is the 
complexity of the subjects discussed by the lecturers, 
the second one is the level of English. Therefore we 
came to the conclusion that it is more efficient to use 
the texts and video close to the studied subjects. 
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